September 28, 2017

High-End Jeweller TASAKI Launches New 2017 Autumn/Winter items from
Leather Goods Collection "TASAKI por RELIQUIAE"
TASAKI (TASAKI & Co., Ltd.; Kobe Headquarter Office: 6-3-2 Minatojima Nakamachi, Chuo-ku, Kobe; Tokyo
Headquarter Office: 5-7-5 Ginza, Chuo-ku, Tokyo; Board Director & CEO: Toshikazu TAJIMA) is to launch
the latest 2017 AW Collection from its leather goods collection “TASAKI por RELIQUIAE” at the TASAK I
Ginza Flagship Store, TASAKI Tokyo Midtown Store, TASAKI Hommachi Garden City Store, TASAKI Hilton
Plaza Store, and TASAKI Online Shop (http://tasaki-shop.jp) on Thursday, September 28th, 2017.
TASAKI works in partnership with creators all over the world to bring out innovative yet refined jewellery
designs, and the “TASAKI por RELIQUIAE” leather goods collection came about in acollaboration with
Spanish high-end leather brand RELIQUIAE.
This season, the focus is on the Mediterranean culture of southern Spain. The 31 items in the line-up
present a sublime representation of the mesmerizing architecture unique to the Mediterranean culture, as well as
the area's majestic nature: the endless coastline, the lush green forests, the fields of flowers, the white cliffs
bathed in red sunsets.
The iconic “Archy Signature Micro Clutch Bag” and “Archy Signature Micro D ouble Handle ”
come in new colours. For example, the “IBIZA” portrays the ocean green hue of the Mediterranea n
Sea, while the “FLAMENCO” makes a vivid impression with a passion pink of the flamingos that migrate to
the Mediterranean. These items offer more outfit coordination possibilities with a new leather strap (sold
separately). Meanwhile, along with new designs seen in items based on distinctively Spanish architecture –
such as the “Archy Patio” inspired by the patios common to Islamic architecture and the “Archy Palacio”
influenced by the formative art of the Alhambra and other Islamic palaces – new items like the “Circle Bag”
come with motifs that utilize leather to portray bougainvillea, olives and other plant life of the Mediterranean.
With roots in Spanish history, this season's collection evokes the traditional culture that stil l
thrives in the Mediterranean region. We invite you to experience the artistic yet elegant world of “TASAKI
por RELIQUIAE”.

From left, Archy Signature Micro Clutch Bag 【IBIZA】 ¥120,000
Archy Signature Micro Double Handle 【FLAMENCO】 ¥260,000

From left, Archy Patio 【AZABACHE、PUEST】 ¥230,000 each
Archy Portfolio 【AZABACHE、PUEST】 ¥90,000 each

From top, Circle Bag Olive 【AZABACHE】 ¥350,000
Circle Bag Bougainvillea 【AZABACHE】 ¥330,000

[Prices are Tax excluded]
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